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Abstract

Problem solving is often presented as a key skill possessed by mathematics students. An important
question is, therefore, how students can best develop their problem solving skills during their
mathematics education? From the student’s perspective, problem solving is often viewed in terms of
the ability to answer exam-style questions where the general form of the questions is familiar to the
students. Employers and lecturers, on the other hand, regard problem solving as the act of
modelling and then solving unstructured problems. We sought to address these issues by
introducing problem solving with contextual problems, then progressing on to problems that require
a qualitative rather than quantitative analysis, before finally developing the students’ modelling
skills. Keele University’s Mathematics Department developed a new first year module which aimed
to develop these skills and use innovative methods that allow students to express their creativity.

Background and Rationale

Keele University Mathematics Department has extensive experience dealing with the issues
undergraduates face during the transition from the school-style mathematics presentation and the
more contextual-style of mathematics seen in real-life problems. A simple example helps illustrate
the problems many students face:
`If a ball is dropped from 10 metres and bounces half the height it falls on each bounce, what
is the total distance the ball travels until it is stationary?’
Although students have seen geometric series and their infinite sum at A-level they face two distinct
challenges with questions like the above:



They question is not familiar and does not fit into a pattern of similar problems;
When asked to draw a diagram to illustrate this problem the students are unable to visualise
the problem. A common error is for the students to ignore the ball bouncing up and then
back down again.

Thus, although the techniques required when solving the problem are well within a student’s
repertoire of mathematical tools they are unable to convert the contextual problem into a
mathematical representation. We would argue that the students are unable to implement part of
the modelling cycle; that is, from setting up a model to developing a mathematical problem. This
realisation meant the starting point for our new module should be `unstructured problem solving’.
The students required a solid grounding in developing conceptualisation skills before we could think
about assumptions, parameters, variables and the modelling cycle. Indeed it was hoped that we
could build the following skills in the students;





Visualisation of `word’ problems;
Selection and application of previous knowledge to `word’ problems;
Presentation of mathematical arguments to peers and professionals;
Present mathematics in creative ways to peers and professionals;
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Qualitatively (rather than quantitative) analyse problems;
Appreciate the importance of the modelling cycle;
Apply the modelling cycle to population problems.

From a pedagogical viewpoint we wanted the students to actively engage with the development of
their learning. The development of the module as based around a student-, rather than educator-,
centric perspective. It is well-known that a student who actively engages in the learning process uses
higher-level cognitive domains and has a better learning experience (Ramsden, 2007, p.46).

Implementation

Keele University’s Mathematics department introduced a new first year module, Applicable
Mathematics. This module was a second semester option for single honours mathematics students.
During the initial run 36 students registered for the module.
The module assessment was divided as follows:




Three group projects contributed 70% to the final mark.
Three individual assessments which contributed 20% to the final mark.
A class participation mark of 10%.

As mentioned previously a key aim for the module was student creativity. It was decided that the
students would make use of the following during the assessment process:





Wikis. A short video was created by the module leader to demonstrate how to use the VLE’s
wikis. The students at various points during the module were required to create Wikis and
present them to their peers;
Posters. The main outputs of two group projects were posters. These were professionally
printed. The posters were presented to their peers and members of the department and are
now displayed in the department as examples of student work.
Video cameras. Students had to produce videos demonstrating their results. A video camera
was purchases for this. A selection of links to student videos can be found in Appendix 1.
Reports. Students had to produce reports during the module. These included a report on the
mathematics of juggling, a qualitative analyse of a problem and a final modelling report.

The module was divided into three parts each focusing on a different aspect of the students’
development. The module was timetables as follows during the week:




Monday 1 hour class
Thursday 1 hour class
Friday 2 hour class.
This was to allow problems to be set at the start of the week and for the students to prepare material
for the later session in the week.

Below we give a brief summary of the module, a detailed description can be found in Appendix 2.

Part 1: Unstructured Problem Solving.

The students engaged in group problem solving activities. The problems were word-based problems
allowing the students to develop several key skills: conceptualisation, analysing and application. The
problems required no mathematical tools beyond GCSE or A-level, but the students had to use
higher-level cognitive domains to solve the problems.
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The main assessment of this part of the module was via a group project. The students were given an
unstructured word problem. They were required to solve and then present their solution using
posters and also a video. The posters and videos were assessed by their peers.

Part 2: Making assumptions.

The second part of the module examined making assumptions to simplify problems. The students,
once again, worked in groups and were given a variety of problems that they had to simplify. Several
of the problems had no definitive solution and were include so that students started to engage with
the idea of “form”. Examples of such problems were “How many grains of sand are there on Earth?”;
“What percentage of the world’s water is contained in a cow?”
The students had to work in groups to determine what they considered to be a qualitative answer to
the given problems and produce written reports.

Part 3: Mathematical Modelling.

The students were introduced to discrete modelling of populations. Students were allocated to
groups and each group was assigned an animal. The groups were required to research and develop a
mathematical model for the growth of their allocated animal.
In real life animals interact with each other, typical either competing for resource, for food or indeed
symbiotically. We introduce interactions between our chosen animals; these interactions
corresponded to interactions between the different student groups. The students had to generalise
their models to include the different interactions between their animal and animals it interacted
with.
The students were required to generate a class poster that illustrated the outcomes from each group
and the overall outcomes from the project. The class also produced a video to complement the
poster that illustrated the outcomes of the project.
Over the 12 weeks the module ran we adopted the schedule shown in Table 1 (again see Appendix 2
for further details).
This academic year one member of staff ran the module. In future years scaling the module is not
viewed as a problem; it is anticipated that the first years who took the module during this academic
year will act as mentors in subsequent years.
This was a new module and Keele University required university module evaluation procedures to be
adopted.

Evaluation
Two instruments were provided for evaluation purposes, these instruments are included in
Appendix 3. It was intended that we would sample the student responses before and after they had
taken the module. Unfortunately since the module finished on the final day of the semester the
students did not return the second instrument on `Awareness of mathematical modelling’. For this
reason the evaluation is based on student responses to the first instrument ` Your attitude to
mathematics applications and mathematical modelling’.
At the start of the module the student responses were:
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Table 1: Summary schedule for the Applicable Mathematics module.
Week
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Lesson
1

2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4
1
2
3 and 4

Activity
Organise the students into their groups.
Introduction to the module.
Give out first set of group problems.
Groups presented their solutions to their allocated problem.
Group and mini relay round from UKMT STMC.
Review of problems that cause difficulty from Week 1, Lessons 3 and 4.
Further practice of the mini-relay question.
Group and cross number round from UKMT STMC.
Group Project 1 Introduction and start.
Group Project 1
Group Project 1
Group Project 1
Group Project 1
Group Project 1 (Deadline for posters so they could be professionally printed.)
Group Project 1
Group Project 1 (Deadline for videos.)
Group Project 1 Final Presentation.
Introduction to cipher methods.
Series of challenges set.
Discrete logs and Diffie-Hellman
Group challenge.
Introductory problems on assumptions, variables and parameters.
Group problem solving of a practical problem and presentation.
Drug problem.
Group Project 2.
Group Project 2.
Group Project 2.
Introduction to modelling of populations.
Predator-Prey, competition and symbiotic systems.
Preliminaries for Group Project 3.
Group Project 3.
Group Project 3.
Group Project 3.
Group Project 3.
Group Project 3.
Group Project 3.
Group Project 3.
Group Project 3.
Group Project 3 Final Deadline.

Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

-1
1

10
10
2
3
9
10

2
3
4
7
11
11
8
4
11
13
12

N
18
22
19
13
6
6
16
21
12
7
6
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+
6
3
6
9
1
1
4
1
3
1

++

Don't Know
2

1
1
1
1

It is worth highlighting the students’ negative attitudes to questions 5, 6, 10 and 11. Question 5
asked the students for their attitude to:
` Working in a team where you have to listen to others explain some mathematics’.
Question 6 asked for the students for their attitude to:
` Working in a team where you have to explain some mathematics to others’.
Question 10 asked the students their attitude to:
` Researching a situation which demands understanding some mathematics’.
Finally, Question 11 asked the students about their attitude towards:
` Writing a report of how you used mathematics for a non-specialist audience’.
It should not surprise us that the students have negative attitudes to these four key areas:






Team work is not something they have had to engage in before.
They have never had to explain mathematics to others. One might argue that writing exam
answers is explaining mathematics to others, we would counter this by saying exam answers
are often seen by students as something the educator has to decode rather than a
professional presentation of material.
Students would not have had to research material before.
Students have not had to write mathematical reports.

By the end of the module the student responses to the same instrument were:
Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

--

1

-

N
2
3
6

3
8
4
1

+
28
25
23
20
15
12
21
19
24
13
14

++

Don't
Know
1

2
3
2
14
17
5
2
1
15
15

In both cases the sample size was 29 students. This is below the number of registered students due
to absence due to illness.
Students have responded favourable to questions 5, 6, 10 and 11. Moreover, there has been positive
shift in the students’ attitudes.
It is important to note that the students responses to this instrument were rushed (since it was their
final session) and we feel the results may have been slightly positively biased due to them having
just completed their final assessment.
In future to ensure a fair reflection and also completion of both instruments we would make
completion part of the assessment process: the students would be reflecting on their learning over
the module. We would also ask the students to complete the instruments a week after the end of
the module to allow adequate reflection on their learning.
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Discussion, Learning and Impact

The following are key outcomes from the project:








problems that may be viewed by mathematicians as trivial are considered challenging by Alevel students;
the challenge for students lies not in the mathematics but in visualisation;
students require plenty of practice of word-based problems before they can be expected to
engage with the full modelling cycle;
an increase in students’ attitutude to working in teams, explaining mathematics and
researching. These are skills that most first-year mathematicians lack;
students present mathematics better when they are being assessed by their peers;
when given the opportunity students can be incredibly creative;
when students are placed in competition with each other, rather than against a mark
scheme, the effort they put into their work increases dramatically.

The evaluation would suggest that students are more positive about their problem solving and
modelling experiences after the module than before. In particular we would seek to emphasis the
improved team work, research and report writing attitudes. A key tenant of the module was to
ensure that all students could contribute and this appears to have been successful. In several cases
students have been able to demonstrate skills that a typical examination-based module would not
allow them to do. These skills included:





organisation and team leadership skills;
presentation skills;
computer based skills;
video creation and editing.

There are a few minor changes that we will be making to the module, just to tighten up the
individual reporting in the group activities. We will also increase the work done using Wikis as this
was viewed as a positive experience.
The key conclusions from this module are:






We need to ensure that the students have sufficient time to develop the skills we wish them
to;
The idea of using video, although initially viewed as a potential barrier to success, worked
very well. Students engaged well with this element. If a video camera is not available then
the students are able to use their mobile phones and there is plenty of freely available video
editing software. Although we purchased video editing software it turned out to be
unnecessary.
In future years we will have a pool of previous students to use as mentors. This will allow the
module to scale to a larger numbers of students.
The students enjoyed the competition element of some of their group activities.
Further Development and Sustainability

This project developed a complete 15 credit first-year mathematics module. The materials for this
module will continued to be used for future iterations of this module and it will continued to be
offered to first-year single honours undergraduates as an options. Discussion is underway to develop
further modules with similar objectives so students can experience an “Applicable Mathematics”
strand in our degree programme. In the first year it is envisaged that the current Applicable
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Mathematics module will be split into two modules. The first module would be taught in Semester 1
and would be a core module for single honours mathematics students. This module would expand
take the first five weeks on problem solving and expand it to a full module. The second module
would be taught in Semester 2 and would be an option for single honour mathematics students. This
module would expand on the modelling part of the current Applicable Mathematics module.
The materials from this project will be made available as part of the HE STEM program and can be
freely used at other institutions.

Output

This project has developed a module on problem solving and mathematical modelling. The key
outputs from the student perspective are the posters and videos. Examples of the videos are
included in Appendix 1. Example posters are available in Appendix 4.
Appendix 2 contains a detailed description of where many of the problems used during the module
can be found. In Appendix 5 we give examples of the types of problems used an introductory word
problems and in the various group projects.
References
Ramsden, P. (2007). Learning to Teach in Higher Education, second edition, RoutledgeFalmer.
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Appendix 1
As part of the first group project students were required to produce a video that complemented
their project. Examples of these videos are available to view on YouTube using the following links:






http://youtu.be/4b5tIjCr9QQ
http://youtu.be/csfrLiFE0Mk
http://youtu.be/gEy2OUf65WA
http://youtu.be/llS5y8wcj2U
http://youtu.be/d9IFOIQNAWM

The final group project again required the entire class to contribute to a video explaining the outputs
of their modelling of an ecological food web. The video is available to view on YouTube using the
following link:


http://youtu.be/fN1YaKJA5ZI
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Appendix 2
Section 1: Problem Solving

The aims of the first part of the module were to develop the following skills:





Students’ ability to work in teams to reach a joint outcome.
Convert word-based mathematical problems into mathematics.
Manage a project from inception to completion with different outcomes (poster and video).
Write reports on meetings.

The following details the week-by-week student activities. This schedule is only suggested and should be
adapted as required by the students.

Week 1






Lesson 1:
o Students were organised into group. The groups were allocated by the module leader.
Allocation of groups was done by selecting the nth individual in the alphabetically list of
students.
o Students were given a quick introduction to the module.
o Students were given a set of word-based problems to solve in groups.
o At the end of the session each group was randomly allocated one problem. The students
were then required to write up their problem for presentation to the rest of the class. It was
decided that the students would write their presentations as a Wiki allowing the whole class
free access to the material.
o A YouTube video was provided on the VLE to illustrate the functionality of the Wiki. Students
had no problems using the Wiki to create their content.
o The deadline for the students to write-up their material was the following lesson.
Lesson 2:
o Students presented their solutions to their given problems;
o As a class we discussed different aspects of the problems and alternative solutions.
o If this session had gone quickly further problems had been prepared.
Lessons 3 and 4:
o This was a two hour session. To continue to encourage the key aims of this section a group
competition was run over this two hour period.
o During the first hour the students worked in groups on the Group Round questions from the
United Kingdom Mathematics Trust’s (UKMT) Senior Team Mathematics Challenge (STMC).
Samples of these materials are available from the UKMT web page:
http://www.mathcomp.leeds.ac.uk/team-challenges/senior-team-challenge/
o The rules were exactly as for the STMC competition itself.
o The students were given a short break during which time the Group Round answer were
marked.
o During the second hour the students competed in a mini-relay as describe on the UKMT web
page: http://www.mathcomp.leeds.ac.uk/team-challenges/senior-team-challenge/. The
following change was made:
 Rather than working in pairs, the students worked as a group again. This was simply
due to the logistical constraints.
o The mini-relay was marked and the teams given their scores.
o After the session a list of questions that proved difficult was complied. These questions were
reviewed at the start of the following week.
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Week 2






Lesson 1:
o Several key problems had been identified as causing problems for some groups. Those
groups that had developed solutions presented them to the class.
o Questions that had caused universal problems were discussed.
o A set of back-up problems were available in case the two points above were not necessary.
Lesson 2:
o A set of UKMT STMC mini-relay problems were used.
o In this case groups were given a set of questions (for example, set A). The students
attempted to answer all the questions. They submitted their answers.
o If their answers were correct then they were given the set of questions. (For example, set B).
o If, however, students failed to answer a question correctly, they were given a small hint and
then another attempt. This was repeated until they had successfully answered the problem
set.
o Unlike the original problems, no time limit was set. We were developing persistence at
solving problems.
Lessons 3 and 4:
o This was a two hour session. To continue to encourage the key aims of this section a group
competition was run over this two hour period.
o During the first hour the students worked in groups on the Group Round questions from the
United Kingdom Mathematics Trust’s (UKMT) Senior Team Mathematics Challenge (STMC).
Samples of these materials are available from the UKMT web page:
http://www.mathcomp.leeds.ac.uk/team-challenges/senior-team-challenge/
o The rules were exactly as for the STMC competition itself.
o The students were given a short break during which time the Group Round answer were
marked.
o During the second hour the students competed in the cross-number as describe on the
UKMT web page: http://www.mathcomp.leeds.ac.uk/team-challenges/senior-teamchallenge/. The following change was made:
 Rather than working in pairs, the students worked as a group again. This was simply
due to the logistical constraints.
o The cross number was marked and the teams given their scores.
o After the session a list of problem questions was complied.

Weeks 3 to 5: Group Project 1.
During this period this period students worked in their groups on a single problem. Each group and individual
was required to produce evidence of their work. This evidence consisted of:






A group poster describing how they solved their problem.
A group video describing their problem and solution.
A series of group logs giving minutes of their minutes along with individual actions.
Each individual in a group was required to produce an individual log detailing how they had addressed
their actions from group meetings.
A key point is the students were told to produce material that they would be proud to present to
family, friends and other students: the students were competing against each other rather than
against a mark scheme.

The posters and videos were assessed during a presentation on Friday of Week 9. This presentation consisted
of:




One room where the videos had placed on a repeating video play list.
A separate room for the posters.
Members of staff and students evaluated the posters and the videos, in particular:
o Each group peer assessed each group’s posters.
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o
o



Each group peer assessed each group’s video.
Each group was required to give detailed feedback on each group’s poster and video
together with a rating for each group’s poster and video.
Staff also provided feedback on the poster and videos, but the key element was the student-centred
assessment.

Examples of the problems used during this stage are given in Appendix 2.

Section 2: Practical uses of mathematics and introduction to variables, parameters and
assumptions.
The aims of the second part of the module were to develop the following skills:






Develop students’ appreciation for the importance of mathematics through practical examples.
Making assumptions to simplify problems.
Determine variables and parameters.
Select appropriate techniques to solve problems.
Draw appropriate conclusions.

The following details the week-by-week student activities. This schedule is only suggested and should be
adapted as required by the students.

Week 6


Lesson 1:
o Introduction to ciphers and methods for sending information.
o Groups were set a number of different code-based challenges.
o Note: in subsequent years this will be changed to an introduction to networks and their
applications. This is so the material will not overlap with a new module on ciphers and
cryptography.



Lesson 2:
o Students were given an introduction to the discrete logarithm and the Diffie-Hellman
method for generating shared keys.
o A series of challenges were set for each group based on the Diffie-Hellman method.
o Note: This will be changed in future to problems involving networks, in particular, mazes.
Lessons 3 and 4:
o This was a two hour session. The students were set two challenges to solve in groups;
o The first challenge required them to send a message using only sight from the back of the
room to the front.
o The message needed to be sent quickly and accurately.
o It was also required that the messages could not be understood by the other groups.



Week 7
The aim of this week’s activities was to develop the students’ ability to make assumptions, identify variables
and parameter and develop simple models.


Lesson 1:
o The students were given the following problem:
`If I could fold this piece of paper an infinite number of times then how many times would I
need to fold it to reach the moon?’
o



The students needed to make a number of assumptions and qualitative judgements to
answer the problem.
o The different solutions and approaches to the problem were discussed.
Lesson 2:
o Each group was asked to investigate the following problem:
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A wedding cake is to be baked in a square cake tin and will have a volume (before icing) of
3
4000cm . Determine the dimensions of the cake which will give the minimum surface area
before icing (that is, the top and four sides).
Find the dimensions if the cake is backed in a circular tin.
There is a rule of thumb in cookery that one third of the marzipan should be used for the top
of the cake and the remaining two thirds for the sides.



Investigate the validity of this rule of thumb?
o Each group made a presentation on the following:
 The assumptions they made.
 The variables and parameters.
 Their mathematical model for the problem.
 The initial conclusions from the model.
 Evaluation of their approach.
Lessons 3 and 4:
o This was a two hour session. Each group was given the following problem:
 Patients with asthma have constriction of the airways in the lungs and consequent
difficulty in breathing out.
 This ailment can be alleviated by introducing the drug theophylline into the
bloodstream.
 This is done by injecting another drug, aminophylline, which the body quickly
converts to theophylline.
 Once present in the blood, however, the drug is steadily excreted from the body via
the kidneys. (Some people say the system `leaks' and unless there is replenishment
the quantity of drug in the blood will fall.)
 It is known from experiments that theophylline has hardly any therapeutic effect if
its concentration in the bloodstream is below 5mg/l and that concentrations above
20mg/l are likely to be toxic.
 Problem: To administer the drug in such a way that the concentration remains
within the therapeutic range between 5mg/l and 20 mg/l.
o Each group had to produce a presentation on the following:
 The assumptions they made.
 The variables and parameters.
 Their initial mathematical model for the problem.
 The initial conclusions from the model.
 Evaluation of their approach and how their model could be improved.

Week 8: Group Project 2.
During this period students worked in their groups on a single problem. Each group and individual was
required to produce evidence of their work. This evidence consisted of:




A report submitted by the whole group on their approach to the problem;
A series of group logs giving minutes of their minutes along with individual actions;
Each individual in a group was required to produce an individual log detailing how they had addressed
their actions from group meetings.

The problems were selected so there was no solution in the traditional sense: the students had to make
assumptions to generate a qualitative understand of the problems. Such problems are:




Sergey Bubka currently holds the pole vault world record at 6.14metres. This record was set on 31
July 1994 in Italy. Only seventeen men have ever exceeded 6 metres and experts generally believe
that the best that could ever be achieved is 6.4 metres.
Develop a simple model to explain potential heights that an athlete could reach.
What percentage of the world's water is contained in a cow?
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Section 3: Introduction to modelling of populations.
The aims of the third part of the module were to develop the following skills:




Introduce students to modelling of ecological situations.
Develop students’ ability to use computers to visualise their models.
Involve the entire class in a business-type problem-solving environment where different groups are
required to work together to produce a single outcome.

The following details the week-by-week student activities. This schedule is only suggested and should be
adapted as required by the students.

Week 9


Lesson 1:
o The students were given an introduction to modelling of population growth using difference
equations.
o Each group was given a different type of difference equations.
o The groups had to program each model into Excel and report on their findings.



Lesson 2:
o An introduction to predator-prey, competition and symbiotic modelling.



Lessons 3 and 4:
o Each group was allocated an animal from a selection of eight different animals.
o The groups had to research their animal and develop a model to predict its growth.

Weeks 10 to 12: Group Project 3.
During this period students worked in their groups and class to develop a mathematical model for an
ecological food web. Each group and individual was required to produce evidence of their work. This evidence
consisted of:




A class poster describing how they solved their problem.
A class video describing their problem and solution.
Each individual was required to produce a report on the mathematical model the class had
developed. This report had to detail the problem, assumptions, variables and parameters, the
mathematical models and the outcomes of the project.

The food web the students used is as follows:

The following should be noted:
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As the model grew more groups had to work with each other to develop the final model.
Eventually the entire class was working as one group to generate the final model.
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Appendix 3
Dear student,
This instrument measures the degree to which students feel ‘positively’ or ‘negatively’ about
engaging in future experiences of mathematics and mathematical applications. It will be used to
collect evidence of how the course influences students’ dispositions.
Part A – About yourself and your course/university
Please complete the following questions about your institution and yourself, by filling in the boxes.
1

Name

2

University name

Keele University

3

Course

Mathematics

4

Date

Part B – Your attitude to mathematics applications and mathematical modelling
Please indicate how positive or negative you would feel about engaging in the activity/context
mentioned by circling the appropriate symbol (eg -- for ‘very negative’, - for ‘negative’ etc.) or ticking
the ‘don’t know’ box (e.g. if the description doesn't make sense to you).
Negative

N*

Positive

1

Solving practical, real-life problems with mathematics.

--

-

N

+

++

2

Reading and interpreting mathematics in a practical task

--

-

N

+

++

3

Learning some new mathematics for use in your work

--

-

N

+

++

4

Using mathematics to solve puzzles for leisure

--

-

N

+

++

5

Working in a team where you have to listen to others
explain some mathematics

--

-

N

+

++

6

Working in a team where you have to explain
some mathematics to others

--

-

N

+

++

7

Devising a mathematical representation for a situation
in order to solve a problem

--

-

N

+

++

8

Drawing a diagram to model a situation when solving a problem

--

-

N

+

++

9

Defining variables and parameters that might be important in a
problem

--

-

N

+

++

10 Researching a situation which demands understanding some
mathematics

--

-

N

+

++

11 Writing a report of how you used mathematics for
a non-specialist audience

--

-

N

+

++

*N stands for neutral; having neither negative nor positive feelings about the statement.
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Don’t
know

Awareness of mathematical modelling
Part A – About yourself and your course/university

Please complete the following questions about your institution and yourself:
1 Name
2 University name

Keele University

3 Course

Mathematics

4 Date
Part B – Optional question for those students who have been involved with ‘real problem
solving using mathematics or mathematical modelling’ in the past; if you feel this does not
apply then proceed to the next Part, Part C

Briefly describe a substantial, real problem you have tackled using mathematics to model a
situation and produce ‘real’ solutions. Avoiding too many details, emphasise:


how you modelled the problem so that it became mathematical, (e.g. say what
diagrams/variables/assumptions were important, how the problem was represented
mathematically);



what were important limitations of the model and so of the validity of solutions;



how you interpreted, evaluated, compared or tested your mathematical solutions in
practice (e.g. if the results were not good enough, why not, and what improvements
to the model were considered, etc.)

Part C1 – if you have completed part B you may not have time to do this as well, but
continue with this if you have time

A lifeguard is positioned at a point near the edge of a large pond/small lake, and wants to get
to a swimmer near the edge of the pond but on its far side as fast as possible. A mathematical
model is developed to give advice about whether the life guard should run round or swim
across the pond, depending on the lifeguards’ running and swimming speeds. The model
developed makes some strict assumptions, and in fact predicts that running is better if the
running speed is greater than about 1.5 times the swimming speed. (NB In this question you
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are not expected to actually calculate the answer, just describe what modelling might be
involved.)


Describe features of such a model (e.g. what diagrams/assumptions might
need to be made, and what variables need to be introduced in formulating a
simple, but sensible model?)



Discuss limitations of any such model: what might be important limitations of
the model and so of the validity of any solutions and predictions arising;



How might the model’s solutions/predictions be interpreted/evaluated/tested,
(and how improved if found necessary)?

Part C2 – if you have completed part B you may not have time to do this as well, but
continue with this if you have time

A couple plan to have at least one boy and one girl child, but want to know how large
a family they may be likely to have in order to achieve this. A model of this situation
involves representing the outcomes of each birth as equally likely, like the toss of a fair coin
(Boys = tails, Girls = Heads, etc.) This model predicts that there is a half chance that they will
have one of each after two births, a quarter chance after 3 births, an eighth chance after 4
births etc. (You are not expected here to make these calculations, but just to describe the
model etc.)
 Describe important features of such a model (e.g. what diagrams/assumptions
might be needed/made, and what variables need to be introduced in
formulating such a simple, sensible model?)
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Discuss limitations of such a model: what might be important limitations of the
model and so of the validity of solutions/predictions made;



How might the model’s solutions/predictions be interpreted/evaluated/tested,
(and how improved if found necessary)?

The criteria against which 'understandings' maybe could be mapped (at levels such as NONE,
PARTIAL, GOOD, SOPHISTICATED):
1. Appreciates the nature of a 'mathematical model' as a
descriptor/approximator/predictor/analogy of a real situation in which maths might help
understanding
Eg simplifications/assumptions listed that may be only approximate: C1: diving in, slowing
down at bends, the lake may not be circular, the swimmer may not be in the exact ‘opposite
position’ assumed etc

2. Appreciates that models are always 'limited' by factors, such as the limited validity of their
assumptions in practice
C1: thus diving in cuts a constant amount off the swimming time and this may be significant
factor if the times are ‘small enough’.
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3. Appreciates that any model may need to be improved/ refined if they are found
wanting/limited
C1: By parameterising the position of the drowning swimmer, one may make different
predictions depending on where the swimmer is placed in the pond.
4. Appreciates the 'modelling' process as one of mapping back and forth between a
mathematical model and another context/situation: e.g. the 'real' criterion/problem needs to be
crafted into a mathematical criterion
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Appendix 4
The follow are examples of the posters students produced during the Applicable Mathematics
module.
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Appendix 5
The following are examples of the types of problems used during the module at various stages. As
noted in Appendix 2 we used questions from the UKMT Senior Team Mathematics Challenge. These
questions are available freely on the web and we have provided links to these questions.
Starter group problems
You have accidentally left the plug out of the bath and are attempting to fill the bath with both taps at
maximum. The hot tap takes 5 minutes to fill the bath and the cold tap 4 minutes. The water completely drains
from a full bath in 20 minutes.
In how many minutes will the bath be filled?
Group Project 1
Problem 1: Find all (positive or negative) integers for which
that you must justify that you have found them all.

is a perfect square. Remember

Problem 2: A company has 41 individuals who form part of the `inner circle' that make the decisions. This
company has a rather odd method for selecting the next Chief Executive.




A circle is formed with each person labelled 1 to 41 sequentially (in a clockwise fashion if observed
from above.)
Starting from person one every remaining alternate person is eliminated.
After this procedure is completed it transpires that the new Chief Executive is `Dr Houston'.

Since Dr Houston knows some mathematics it is felt that he cheated by knowing the outcome of the procedure
before it was performed. Some members of the inner circle decide to determine if there is a simple method to
determine the final person left after the above procedure is completed. After some work they do find a
method to determine the final person left if the original circle contains n individuals.
Can you find a simple method to determine the final person left if the original circle contains n individuals?
You should make sure you explain why the method works.
Problem 3: You are taking part in a game show. There are four doors and initially a prize is placed behind one
of the doors, nothing is placed behind the other doors.
The procedure is as follows:
 You select a door,
 The door is opened, if the prize is behind the door then you win,
 If there is nothing behind the door then the door is closed and the host's assistance does the
following:
o If the prize is behind door 1, then it is moved to behind door 2;
o If the prize is behind door 2, then it is either moved to behind door 1 or behind door 3;
o If the prize is behind door 3, then it is either moved to behind door 2 or behind door 4;
o If the prize is behind door 4, then it is moved to behind door 3.
 Once the prize has been moved then you are allowed to choose a door again.
Can you find a strategy that minimises the number of choices you must make before you can guarantee you
will win the prize? What happens if there are more than four doors?

Group Project 2
Sergey Bubka currently holds the pole vault world record at 6.14metres. This record was set on 31 July 1994 in
Italy. Only seventeen men have ever exceeded 6 metres and experts generally believe that the best that could
ever be achieved is 6.4 metres.
Develop a simple model to explain potential heights that an athlete could reach.
What percentage of the world's water is contained in a cow?
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Group Project 3

This project is described in Appendix 2.
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